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Abstract. The trend of application stores is currently at a peak. However, the lack of dynamic composition for complex solutions is the largest
downside of the app store model, since solutions are increasingly created
as compositions of multiple solutions, APIs, and applications. Therefore,
in this vision paper, a superior model, solution composers, is proposed
to the app store model. A conceptual framework is established to illustrate the inner workings of solution composers in software ecosystems.
In order to outline that solution composers are significant for the future of software development, several industry cases are presented and
compared to support this concept, further indicating that a standard
for solution composition should be considered. In addition, the vision is
evaluated through expert reviews at several leading platform providers
and challenges for practice and implementation are identified.
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Introduction

Software ecosystems are complex networks of organizations, that collaboratively
serve a market [12]. Long value chains are formed in these ecosystems. The actors
in these networks are Software Producing Organizations (SPOs), such as open
source consortia and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), and end-users, such
as software consumers of mobile apps, or employees at large companies that
require advanced business applications.
Whereas in the past end-users would accept pre-configured monolithic solution bundles in the form of, for example, large Enterprise Resource Planning
applications or complicated mobile apps, increasingly there is a demand for flexible compositions of solutions from end-users that can be changed rapidly and
dynamically. In many cases, even non-technical end-users want to compose such
solutions. Therefore, in order to meet this demand, in this paper, the concept of
a solution composer is proposed and a conceptual framework is presented.
Research and studies from previous period have gained promising and valuable results, but have mostly focused on specific aspects of solution composition
or service integration [8, 17], which are fragmented and lack of a holistic view

of the concept or the problem [14, 4, 6]. Therefore, a more holistic and consolidated framework is needed that attributes to the fundamental understanding
of solution composers in terms of concepts, industry practices, innovation and
development direction. This framework is useful and necessary to enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of solution composer establishment.
There is an emerging need for customization and composition of solutions.
Firstly, there is an increase in interfaces and devices that provide access to
valuable features. Secondly, platforms are increasingly the gateway to large collections of these features, such as Internet of Things (IoTs) platforms [2]. Precomposed and configured feature bundles, such as apps in the current AppSotres,
are rapidly losing their value, as these monoliths cannot easily be adapted to
create new solution compositions. One illustration of this development is the
Android Instant Apps platform [19], where apps can be downloaded and activated based on a set of predefined events, without having to use the Play Store.
This paper focuses on the following research questions:
1. Is there a need for solution composers?
2. Is the proposed solution composer framework valid?
3. What will the industry implications be of the introduction of solution composers?
This paper continues with the research method, i.e., a number of industry
case studies and evaluation interviews. In Section 3, a critical discussion is given
on the current software industry. In section 4, the solution composer concept
is introduced and the proposed framework is described in detail. Moreover, the
implementations of the framework in industry are discussed. Experts were invited
to evaluate the framework in forms of interviews in section 5. Final discussion
is in section 6 and we provided conclusions and an outlook in section 7.
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Research Method

This research can be seen as a light mixed study based on case study and interviews, using design science [24]. First, several industry cases were studied and
compared to establish a conceptual framework for solution composer. Second,
expert interviews were conducted to evaluate both the theoretical and practical
aspects of solution composers.
The design research paradigm focuses on creating and evaluating innovative
IT artifacts that enable organizations to address important information-related
tasks [24]. This paper aims to determine the nature of solution composers. The
research method is deemed appropriate when there is little evidence about a
phenomenon and the researcher seeks answers to research questions [20]. The
authors looked for experts who have a great deal to share about service composition and software ecosystems.
The cases were selected as representative service composition tools from the
industry. And the interviews were conducted in a semi-structured way. This
method has been used to explore the framework, allowing new ideas to be

brought up during the interview as a result of interviewees’ answers [26]. All
the authors contributed to the interview questions and the interviews were conducted by one of the authors. All the evidence including audio tape, transcripts
and notes from the interview have been kept and these information was used to
compose this report [26].
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The Limits of AppStores

Jansen and Bloemendal [11] define an AppStore as an online curated marketplace
that allows developers to sell and distribute their products to actors within
one or more multi-sided software platform ecosystems. AppStores have striking
advantages for the software business. They have changed the application industry
significantly [11], introducing new business and deployment models to partners,
and offering end-users the maximum freedom of choosing applications. Also they
provide app developers with a wealth of opportunities to approach new niche
markets with domain specific applications [10].
Despite the advantages AppStores have, the AppStore model is increasingly
inflexible. Software applications in AppStores are monolithic collections of features that aim to solve problems for end users, whether it is to book a train
ticket or to provide fun through a game. The downside of functionally composing such features into a collection is that end-users do not have the flexibility to
break down those features and compose them into novel solutions. End-users are
burdened with the job of carrying over content from one application to the next
manually and are tired of the lack of dynamic composition for complex solutions.
It appears AppStores have reached their peak. It is time for the “mini-monoliths”
in the AppStore to be decomposed and offered as separate features to solution
composers.

4

Solution Composers

The state of the practice introduces four types of software composition framework: developer platforms, API composers, SOA composers and orchestrators,
and end-user service composers. After learning from and comparing with these
frameworks, a conceptual framework of solution composers is proposed, highlighting necessary elements in any successful solution composer. Subsequently,
several cases are presented and analyzed as the implementations of the proposed
framework in industry.

4.1

State of the Practice

The following four types of software composition frameworks are identified that
contain elements of solution composers.

Developer Platforms Developer platforms [23] are platforms that enable developers to create complex solutions on top of existing platforms, typically with
a rich set of developer tools to enable quick adoption of the platform. In the
context of solution composers, they enable developers to integrate services from
the ecosystem into their solutions, however, the facilitation of such composition
is typically through regular programming.
Example: Force.com is Salesforce’s developer platform, that enables developers to create domain specific solutions on top of Salesforce.com. In Force.com
we find that developers integrate services from the platform and other APIs
manually. It has an AppStore for end customers, but this does not enable automatic or supported composition of services and developers simply address the
APIs of the apps.
API Composers API composers help to manage APIs to fast, affordably and
scalably communicate between all the values that have already been built down
and the new projects that are building for today, analyzing API data and handle the IoT. In the context of solution composer, they allow separate functions
to communicate with each other but they do not provide internal or external
services for solutions composition.
Example: Apigee is an API composer, which allows end-users to secure,
manage, analyze and connect all APIs. Although it enables end-users to manipulate APIs and provides API management to store all compositions, there is no
service index in Apigee for end-users to choose available services from.
SOA Composers and Orchestrators At a very high level, a crucial aspect of
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is service orchestration. Enterprise systems
and integration projects designed according to SOA principles depend on successful service orchestration. In the context of solution composer, SOA composer
is a web-based application that helps to build new applications with granular
and reusable software components, but it lacks the flexibility and agility to dynamically compose and integrate smaller units of services.
Example: Oracle SOA Composer allows users to work with Oracle Business Rules dictionaries and tasks for deployed applications. Moreover, Oracle
SOA Composer provides a platform with enhanced service orchestration capabilities to ease the integration challenges, but still not flexible enough for dynamic
complex solution composition.
End-user Service Composers End-user service composers are platforms or
web services that aggregates many other web services or applications into one
place and can then perform actions given a certain set of criteria. End-users may
therefore create customized criteria and perform the action as desired. Because
of the customization character, end-user service composers might be the most
similar one to solution composers, nevertheless, they are too user-friendly for
developers to integrate and compose more complex solutions.

Fig. 1. The Solution Composer Framework

Example: IFTTT.com is a free web-based service that allows users to create chains of simple conditional statements, called ”recipes”, which are triggered
based on changes to other web services such as Gmail, Facebook and Instagram.
It has the necessary elements for solution composer, but it is way too immature
for higher level of solution composition to be performed on.
4.2

The Solution Composer Framework

By learning from and combining with the software composition frameworks, a
conceptual framework of a solution composer platform is proposed in Figure 1,
in order to create a better understanding of how solution composer performs.
From the top, left and right sides of the figure, the different actors within the
framework are modeled, respectively the service providers, the solution creators
that might be end-users or consultants in the companies, and the end-users.
The communication between actors and the core of solution composer in
Figure 1 is payment processing and business model. When solution composer is
carried into practice, the business model will therefore connect the theoretical
framework to the industry.
In the center of this framework, solution composer represents how it works
in detail with features as service index, solution designer, solution proposer and
composition index. Service index stores all available services and presents to endusers in a certain form such as Library or Service Catalog. End-users can select
a range of services or applications for the need of integrating and composing
services according to their specific need. Solution designer is where end-users
can get their selected services and applications designed in some pattern which
is suitable for the final solution while Solution proposer is an entity providing
solution propositions. The composition index is created to store compositions
and benchmarks of solutions. The compositions are required to provide a list of
solutions that have been created in the past and can now be reused. The solution
benchmarks are especially useful for larger solution compositions where some
knowledge is required about how the solution is going to perform in the future. In

the field of Software Defined Networking, for instance, bringing together different
parts of a solution is challenging, as little may be known about the performance
of (a combination of) services. Having a set of benchmarks can remedy this
situation to bring some predictability in the process of solution composition.
We separate solution composer and platform because solution composition is
the phase where service composition is designed and proposed while composition
run-time is the phase where the service composition is installed in the run-time
environment and executed. When the service composition platform enables the
selection process of individual services at deployment time, usually the composition from composition index can be re-configured. Moreover, the run-time
monitoring will monitor and analyze how the service composition is executed
and get as much performance evaluation as possible.
4.3

Implementations of the Solution Composer Framework in
Industry

Nowadays, business and technology can turn an idea into a potential product, a
new service or a better experience in a blink. With such fast growing, customers
find it more difficult to get satisfied outcomes about market placement and development strategy [5], along with the related risk issues [13]. Also, as different
SPOs attempt to produce complex combination of software systems and hardware [9], there is a need for manual-automatic-combined solution composition.
Different from applications from AppStores, where apps work as individually separate collections of features, the process of the solution composition
and integration will require communications and interactions between features.
Enterprise application integration has traditionally relied on software-based middleware, such as Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) middleware solutions [16].
Disadvantages of SOA middleware, such as the lack of standards, high cost and
the inflexibility [3], make solution composers more appealing. Based on the ideals
of middleware, solution composers provide an open, standards-based approach
to integration. Unlike its predecessor, the Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) used in solution composers is not a piece of software. Instead, it is a fully
functioning integration point. An API is much more flexible and agile than any
existing set of routines, protocols, and tools for the purpose of connection [7].
As the possibilities to create service compositions become more complex,
more technically oriented resources are required to create new solutions. Furthermore, as third parties will probably also provide basic APIs that are compatible
with the platform, advanced mechanisms are required such as service indexes
and semi-automatic service composition. Both of these lead to intricate value
chains and software ecosystems with many participants in them.
For solution composers to present solutions to customers, four different ways
are observed as manually through code (Manually), through a composition studio
(Composition Studio), through a composition proposer (Composition Proposer),
and hybrid (Hybrid) combinations of these three.
These four ways may be in different combinations to support end-users and
composers optimally. In the first way, developers compose solutions with code,

Table 1. Implementations of the service providers, the Solution Composer, and Endusers in Industry. ISV stands for Independent Software Vendor, IoT stands for Internet
of Things.
Party
Company
Online Service Providers
Solution Composers
End Users
Android
API Providers
APP and API provider End users
APIGEE
API provider
Developers Everyone
Azure
Cloud service provider Cloud solution provider/developers Companies
HP SDN
ISVs/HP open source
HP Consultants Companies
IFTTT.com
IoT/API providers
End-users End-users
Pipemonk
ISVs
Developers/End-users Companies
Salesforce.com
ISVs
Consultants Companies
We-wired web
IoT/Web apps
End-users End-users
X-Formation Connect
IoT/API providers
developers End-users
Zapier
IoT/API providers
End-users End-users

for instance by programming against APIs from third parties and combining
them to create innovative solutions. In the second way, a complete composition
studio is offered that enables developers, technical consultants, and even endusers to create new service configurations to create the best fitting solution.
The third way does not actually lead to a configuration, but proposes a solution
beforehand, which for instance enables benchmarking and comparison of different
service configurations. The fourth way is a combination of the first two, where
simple configurations can be created, but more advanced solutions still have to
be coded traditionally.
In Table 1, several tools are introduced for comparative analysis. The tools
evaluated were selected using a Google search for service composition tools.
The tools needed to satisfy the following criteria: (1) Enable the composition of
services to create a solution, (2) have a service index for the creation of solutions,
(3) be exemplary in the industry, and (4) be commercially available. We grouped
the API aggregation platforms, as there are many new entrants to the market.
In Table 2, cases are further compared based on the four different features
in solution composers: service indexes, solution designers, solution proposers,
and composition indexes. These four features define the character of a solution
composer. Service and composition indexes indicate where users can find all
services and composition available on the platform. The main features of solution
composers are solution designer and proposer.
As for an example, IFTTT allows end-users to create, integrate and combine
services into solutions and store these chains of simple conditional statements
as recipes, or as we call it here composition index. Thus, IFTTT consists of
service index (channels), solution designer (interface), solution proposer (endusers themselves) and composition index (recipes), which makes it actually one
of the first to fully implement a solution composer. Also, Zapier shares the same
construction with full implementation of a solution composer. However, with a
more extensive service index and more flexible solution design patterns, Zapier,
to an extent, is even one step closer to the ideal implementation of a solution
composer.

Table 2. Solution composer features observed in industry
Case
Mashup [15]
FeatureHouse [1]

Service
Index
UDDI Service Catalog
Tree index

Android
APIGEE
Azure
HP SDN
IFTTT.com
Pipemonk

Party
Solution
Designer
Mashup environment
None

APP Store
None
None
Customer’s own IDE
Runbook gallery
Microsoft Powershell
SDN APP Store
None
IFTTT.com Channels
IFTTT interface
Shopify AppStore
Pipemonk interface
/Amazon Sellers
Salesforce.com
AppExchange
App developer IDE
We-wired web
Service Catalog Visual wiring diagrams
X-Formation Connect Application drop-list
Connect interface
Zapier
Library
Zapier interface

Solution
Proposer
None
None

Composition
Index
None
None

None
None
None API management
End-users/None
None
None
None
End-users/None
Recipes
End-users/None
QuickBooks
None
End-users/None
End-users/None
End-users/None

None
None
None
Zaps

For some tools, such as Pipemonk, We-Wired Web and X-formation Connect
are more or less like IFTTT or Zapier. They share the idea of service integration
automation and solution composition. What is different is that these tools do
not have a handy composition index for end-users.
For the rest of the cases, they all miss some essential elements, but each of
them contains significant part(s) of a solution composer. APIGEE is a API management platform, focusing more on the designer and composition index part.
Microsoft Azure is a growing collection of integrated cloud services. It provides
cloud services for the need of end-users but it does not have a composition index. HP SDN allows end-users to select from a range of SDN Applications that
allow to program network to align with business needs. But HP SDN only has
an AppStore for the selection, and arranging consultants to help with all the
solution. There is no reference solution or relevant database for composed solutions. Salesforce.com is a developer platform. It only provides service index and
solution designer.
After an extensive literature study, a couple of scientific frameworks were selected by conducting snowballing procedure [25]. Snowballing refers to using the
reference list of a paper or the citations to the paper to identify additional papers.
The FeatureHouse framework [1] provides a method for software composition
using superimposition. The framework, however, only concerns the composition
of systems from different languages and does not provide tooling for suggestion
of fitting solutions, nor does it provide an index of composed solutions. Another
framework that was added is the Mashup framework [15], which is a mechanism
for enabling end-users to create mashups from a UDDI registry of services, using
drag and drop tools.

5

Evaluation

Based on learning and results from the industry cases, an interview question
protocol was drawn. In the second phase of this study, semi-structured interviews

Table 3. The background of interviewees
Background and occupations Interviewee
CEO of the company
A
CTO and scientist innovator
B
Product manager ecosystem
C
Cooperation manager
D
Senior developer
E

were conducted. During interviews, experts were asked to provide insight on the
concept of solution composers and to evaluate the proposed framework. The
interviews were recorded, after which all the records were transcribed.
Interviewees’ Backgrounds - Interviewee A owns a company and is the CEO
of the company for three years. The projects he has been working on based mostly
on the idea of service composition. Interviewee B works as scientist innovator in a
project based national company for almost 4 years and he may join a new project
regarding service composition. And interviewee C works as a product manager
ecosystem in a software company for nearly two years. While interviewee D
works in a mobile company and is handling a project closely related to solution
composers. And interviewee E is an developer in a e-commerce company with
experience in the filed of web service. All backgrounds are indicated in Table 3.
Interview Analysis - Due to the wide range selection of questions, not all
of the interviewees were able to answer 100% of the questions listed. However,
the authors were able to combine and compare the information among all the
interviews and draw conclusions about the validity of the proposed framework
and the two-sides of solution composers. In this section, a thorough discussion
and analysis is provided.
The need of solution composers During interviews, interviewees indicated
that there indeed is a need for solution composer in the software industry that
will fulfill the need of end-users. Solution composer has further affected the
software ecosystem by providing standards and creating a new market. Currently,
some significant big shots in the software industry have started developing similar
services, such as Android Instant Apps platform.
Solution composers will offer standards and protocols to support the communication among component services. However, current service composition environments barely have productivity support tools which is similar to what modern
Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) provided, such as code searching
or debugging [14]. Solution composer could therefore benefit from environments
with productivity techniques, for example, services index discovery and services
integration. As interviewee B also confirmed in the interview, ”there is a lack
of standards”. Thus, solution composer that provides standards is needed for
services integration and composition.
Moreover, there is a market need for solution composer. With regards to
the effect of solution composer, interviewee A, when asked about the impact
on software ecosystem, replied:” Its going to create a whole new way of apps

Table 4. The need, advantage, challenge and validity of solution composers: Quotes
from the Evaluation Interviews
On the need for solution composers

Interviewee
”Change the industry”; ”Offer completely new market place”.
A
”It will create a profitable market for whoever is in part of this revolution”.
B
”Obviously, there is a need for end-users”; ”its really getting there already”.
C
”It can reach out to many fields and can be used in many ways. The ICT area will be affected”. D
”Bring in new concept”; ”a big innovation”; ”will actually build healthier software ecosystems”. E
On the advantage of solution composers

Interviewee
”Dont think of Apps anymore”; ”make it easier for the users to get functions they need”.
A
”Making it easier for the end-users”.
B
”Allow end-users to customize”; ”can make business around it”.
C
”First, it includes a service consultancy. Secondly, it provides end-users with an experiential D
environment”; ”attainability”.
”The standardization and the attempt of customization”;
”divide two phases of the design and the run-time”.
E
On the challenges of solution composers
”Privacy is maybe still an issue. ’Do you want it?’”.
”Practical problems”; ”need well-defined APIs and standardized”.
”Standardization”; ”even without standardization, you will need to build an ecosystem”;
”90% of what you need is person (manual work)”.
”The technique support”; ”how to simulate the environment”.
”How you can persuade people to use”.
On the validity of the framework
”Could work for the business”;
”(will need to) customize their daily operations and the new technical infrastructure”.
”Architecture for a framework that has not been implemented”;
”A lot of manual work to get everything to work on their platform”.
”It sounds technical and detailed”; ”can already be valuable now”.
”This is a good idea”; ”will add value”.
”Quite clever”; ”will make things easier and smoother”.

Interviewee
A
B
C
D
E
Interviewee
A
B
C
D
E

(services) and not only apps”. He also suggested that some of the big companies
with their own ecosystem have got hands on this field already, ” Google, for
example, is already creating this alternative AppStore” ,” its just about the first
party who gets in the market as fast as possible”. In the meanwhile, interviewee
B agreed on this point.
Solution composer is more like a trend, rather than a tool needed to be
developed or introduced to the industry. We foresee that the trend of composing
software from small units of functionality will continue.

The advantages of solution composers Solution composer focuses on single
applications no more. To some extent, solution composer represents a higher
level of functionality and service composition. The idea of service composition
indicates the future of software industry, which is to meet the need of end-users.
This is also the most important aspect of software development. Thus, thinking
of the end-users is the main advantage of solution composer, as interviewees all
agreed.

Moreover, regarding the aspect of solution composer operation, interviewee
D pointed out that solution composer can provide end-users with an experiential environment, allowing end-users to sense the final product they are going
to purchase. In this way, a solution is proposed in advance before it is carried
out into practice. Therefore, benchmarking and comparison of different service
configuration are enabled. ”If the end-users could have the access to a trial product with consultant and specialist’s advice, they may feel they’ve reached closely
to their goal ”. This approach to present composed solution can soon meet endusers requirement and satisfy end-users expectation. For end-users, the actual
outcome helps to make their finally decision.

The challenge of solution composers Nevertheless, challenges of the solution composer exist. The main concern addressed from interviewees is whether
solution composer can successfully attract customers in the current market. As
a matter of fact, with such a strong idea colliding with the AppStore nowadays,
it is reasonable to have concerns over the result of solution composer reshaping
the industry.
The interviewees reflected that standardization, which was also implied as
predefined manual work, would cost a lot of time and labor. In addition, interviewee C brought up that implementing solution composer within an ecosystem
is also something needed to be concerned. Nevertheless, solution composers need
to be built on top of an existing ecosystem.

The validity of the proposed framework In the framework, we defined
solution composer and platform as separated phases because they have different
focuses. During the interview, Interviewee E agreed on this separation.
Furthermore, the proposed framework provides a standard for service composition that the current industry is lack of. ”I would say there is a lack of
standards”, said interviewee B, ”While some are very similar services but they
just have different APIs and there are some much work to implement that specific
API ”. The problem interviewee B brought up is what the solution composer is
about to fix. We proposed service index in order to form a standardized interface
for end-users, gathering all the services together rather than a whole bunch of
scattered APIs. In addition, the composition index brings convenience as well.
It allows end-users to easily look up composed solutions. interviewee E said that
the composition index could be very interesting.
In the framework, besides the technical side, we also included payment processing and business model in order to make it valid for business that will be the
work in the future.
Moreover, interviewee B suggested how we should make the framework more
valid or more advanced. ”If you have well-defined services”, he gave suggestions
on how the solution composer could support semi-automatic composition, ”if
you have some precondition and some post condition, output and input then you
could create an engine to do this”.

However, interviewee B also addressed his concerns as the payment processing and business model being in the center of the framework. He said:”If you
are saying business models and payment processing, then you are talking about
something in companies or back-ends.” In the meanwhile, interviewee A also had
the same concerns about whether there is an appropriate ecosystem or a business
background to support such framework, to bring it into practice and to make it
profitable in the market.

6

Discussion

Implications for the Industry. In order to validate the framework for practical implementations in software industry, protocols and standards are needed
for services to communicate. Within an environment for solution composer, different requirements in terms of component models are needed [14]. Since every
service works differently, it will be quite a burden if there is no protocol for
communications among services and consequently, it will increase the difficulty
in the solution composition process. For a simple example, booking tickets for
flight, every website is different. If there is standardized interface for travel information, it will make things much easier. Nowadays, some very similar services
have different APIs and there will be abundant of manual work to implement
specific APIs if there is no unified protocol.
Moreover, software services should be simplified to only focus on core features. With clear and distinguishable core features and without unnecessary
communications among redundant functions, it is easier for services to follow
the standardized protocol and for solution composer to perform concisely. Interviewees B also expressed the urge for the industry to simplify software services.
In the meanwhile, automation is also needed. Nowadays, enterprises are increasingly looking for new chances to cooperate with other enterprises by offering
and performing integrated services and solutions [21]. However, the development
pace of solution composer that requires a considerable effort of low-level programming has not kept up with the rapid growth of available opportunities. Besides,
the number of services to be integrated and composed may be huge, so even
with a standard protocol for component communication, involving significant
amount of manually coding work is inadequate considering the scale of solution
composition. Therefore, solution composers call for automation.
In addition, when automation is included and manual work is reduced, more
time and effort could be devoted into the main useful functional part of solution
composer, which is solution composition and service integration. Also with a
standardized protocol and simplified core service features, it will therefore make
consultancy easier and consequently will enable rapid system integration.
Last but not least, in order to facilitate the development of solution composer,
a healthy existing ecosystem is significant, either basing solution composer on
an ecosystem, or building an ecosystem around solution composer. Only within
an ecosystem, solution composer can be made the best use of, nourishing the
health of the ecosystem.

Research Validity. This paper brings up with a new concept of solution composer. In order to further investigate the nature of it, we used exploratory research based on case studies from the industry [22] and interviews from experts [18].
With regards to internal validity, evaluating the framework with interviews
was a pragmatic decision, since the implementation and testing of the framework
in practice requires years of research. We do plan to implement the framework,
however, over the course of the next years at several industry research partners.
Regarding external validity (generalizability), it refers to the extent to which
the framework of this study can be generalized in industry. As observed in the
interviews, this framework has been evaluated in a variety perspectives and the
model can be applied to different parts of the software industry, such as the services business or the Internet of Things business, as platforms like IFTTT.com
illustrate. Moreover, to minimize the external validity, we also analyzed practical cases from industry in order to show the general practice of the proposed
framework.
In terms of construct validity, the interviews were prepared with an extensive
interview protocol, consisting of a structure for the interview, but also definitions
for the solution composer and its parts. Using this definition list, interviewees
were sure to understand the concepts in the same way as other interviewees.
The semi-structured interviews were conducted as part of the case study. An
interview protocol was defined with questions including status quo in enterprise
AppStore and service composition, the impact of solution composer on software
ecosystem, and the future of service composition and software ecosystems. The
interviews were recorded, and transcribed. The results were analyzed to extract
observations, improvement suggestions, and conclusions.

7

Conclusion

From the industry cases and expert interviews suggested in the previous sections,
it is clear that solution composers can be a major game changer in shaping and
reshaping the complete software ecosystem. One of the main observations drawn
from this study is that there is an undoubted need for the development of solution composers, which provide end-users with more relevant and satisfactory
solutions. Furthermore, the proposed framework was considered useful for industry practice, according to the experts from related fields.
This paper functions as an exploratory study into solution composers and
as a call for practitioners and researchers to further investigate solution composers in practice. The industry cases illustrate that current SPOs are working
towards solution composers. According to the proposed framework, most of the
participants of this evolution movement for service composition have not yet
developed into maturity. Only a few have made the first baby steps towards
solution composers, yet still need abundant guidance and instructions to fully
grow into the real ones. Also the cases demonstrate, by performing solution composition, SPOs are actually benefiting and gaining market. In the meanwhile,

the scientific frameworks from previous works indicate the implementability of
solution composers.
In addition, expert interviews provide insight and evaluation from practical
side and help to evaluate the research results. Interviewees expressed that there
is a need for solution composers and the main advantages focus on customization
for end-users and the new way to discover and connect software in the wider software ecosystem. However, most of the challenges brought up were from technical
and practical side, which present directions for future research.
First, both industry cases and interviews suggest that in order to establish
a robust solution composer, predefined standard will be needed, for instance,
the standard protocol for component services to communicate with each other
while composing solutions. Secondly, despite the need from market, solution
composers will suffer pressures from other existing big shots in the industry.
Whether thrive or not, depends largely on how solution composer will be unveiled by whom. Thirdly, persuading end-users to join this software evolution
will encounter obstacles and barriers, because end-users may not realize how
eager they need the existence of solution composer. However, we will leave these
to future research and studies.
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